“Every day we create Architectural qualities
based on innovation and inspiration, striving
to deliver excellence and push the boundaries.
This assures sustainable and aesthetic
solutions with lasting values for Clients,
Occupants and Environment.”

Founded in 2014, Spectrum represents a fully integrated design build firm based in
Tbilisi Georgia, operating in fields of Architecture, Interiors and Master planning, that
evolves design and building unique and bespoke projects. Company specializes in
providing services in commercial and residential sectors. Team of talented designers,
architects, builders and analysts strive to bring client's ideas into reality in the most
efficient and innovative ways, preserving the environment and always considering the
local context. Consolidated group of professionals committed to create and deliver
world class solutions enriched with local traditions, context and latest technology.
We aim to create long lasting values that embrace environmental impact, social
and economic platforms with global reach and local context.

SERVICES WE OFFER
With our integrated construction methodology and coordinated process
throughout the whole duration of the project, we provide overall oversite to
entire project cycle with focus on client’s vision, budget and timeframe.

BUSINESS PLANNING

PROCUREMENT

+ Economic plan
+ Financial modeling
+ Monthly financial calculation
+ Investment and profit analysis
+ Pre-feasibility studies
+ Financial modelling
+ Concept studies
+ Project budget overview
+ Cash flow analysis
+ Investment and profit analysis

+ Procurement schedule
+ Tendering execution and analysis
+ Financial transactions and buy-out
+ Customs and logistics
+ Storage allocation
+ Project/site delivery

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

PRODUCTION

+ Concept and schematic design
+ Volumetric and code compliant guidances
+ Structural design
+ Interiors
+ Visualization +3D modelling
+ Master planning
+ Facade Design
+ Coordinated set of construction documentation

+ Production planning
+ Doors/windows manufacturing
+ Furniture adn Wood Joinary production
+ Temporary infrastructure preparation

INTERIOR DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

+ Interior design layouts
+ Custom material pallets
+ Custom-made furniture and furnishings
+ Selection of all Interior components
(furniture, pictures and artwork)

+ Infrastructure Works
+ Construction Civil Works
+ Quality Control
+ Interior Fit Out
+ Logistics
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METHODOLGY
AND
APPROACH

COMMITMENT

VISION

We take responsibility and
mobilize all resources to fully
uphold customer's expectations.

EXPERTISE
The long-term local and
international experience
of our team and professional
attitudes towards the case
determine the maximum
success of the project.

COMMUNICATION
We provide a communication
method, which includes client's
participation and continuous
access to information, from the
beginning of creative process till
construction completion.

We listen, analyze client's requirements
and formulate the vision of the project
together, which is a major guarantee off
the successful project.

INTEGRATED
INTEGRATED
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION
METHODOLOGY
METHODOLOGY

COOPERATION
Our close cooperation
with the customer creates a
special work environment
that promotes creative
process and helps achieving
goals.

TRANSPARENCY
We offer a completely transparent
process, from the first day of
relationship to the end of the
project, which results in joint
success.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
ONE STOP SHOP
Easiest Way For Clients

ARCHITECTURE
Spectrum offers full-service architectural design services from conceptual and schematic design
to construction. Our custom-designed services incorporate individual client’s goals and program
requirements resulting in successful project solutions. By being engaged throughout the entire
design process, we are able to deliver a level of personalized service that allows us to meet and
exceed our client’s expectations.
Our planning capabilities include:
+ Pre-feasibility and pre-construction studies
+ Concept and schematic design, including all volumetric and code compliant guidelines
+ Structural design
+ Fully coordinated construction drawings

INTERIOR DESIGN
With our interiors team we offer services including interior renovation, new construction, home
furnishing and interior design. we listen to our clients to understand their strategic needs, and
then responds with creative, flexible interior solutions that provide long-term value.
We participate in project planning early in the schematic design process in order to best interpret
the client story and brand.
Our Interior design capabilities include:
+ Interior design layout
+ Custom material pallets
+ Custom-made furniture and furnishings
+ Selection of all Interior components (furniture, pictures and artwork)
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CONSTRUCTION
With our experience, our team has successfully transitioned projects from design to construction. With an unwavering
focus on quality, Spectrum provides general construction, project management, skilled craftsmanship to exceed
expectations on every job. We provide construction services customized to our client’s needs, assisting in establishing
project design goals, budgets and schedules to keep the project moving forward.
Our construction capabilities include:
+ Infrastructure
+ Structural/civil works
+ Construction management
+ Quality control
+ Construction logistics
+ Construction planning

COST ESTIMATING
Spectrum offers construction cost estimating service, As a specific service or as a part of overall construction
management. We provide our clients with detailed quantity takeoffs and pricing from a construction project’s
conception phase to closeout. By identifying and analyzing the project’s scope, time, cost, quality, and performance,
Spectrum develops an accurate assessment of how the construction process is unfolding over the course of its
duration. These aspects help give our customers the overall picture of their commercial project and ensure we build it
right the first time.
Cost-Estimating service include:
+ Detailed BOQ take-off
+ Material and labor rates
+ Benchmark comparisons
+ Detailed volume take-off
+ Project cash flow

PROCUREMENT PLANNING
Spectrum manages projects from concept to completion, taking care of the details to make sure that everything
comes together in the end, so you don’t have to. Careful procurement planning is an important factor for maintaining
satisfactory in compliance with the project concept to its actual form and preventing delays arising from lack of
materials or equipment on the construction site.
Our planning capabilities include:
Procurement schedule
+ Tendering execution and analysis
+ Financial transactions and buy-out
+ Customs and logistics
+ Storage allocation
+ Project/site delivery
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OUR PASSION IS CREATING
NEW AND HEALTHIER SOLUTIONS
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RANGE OF BUILDING
COMPLETED BY SPECTRUM
COMMERCIAL
+
+
+
+

Multifunction centers
Renovations
Hotels
Restaurants and bars

RESIDENTIAL

+ Residential houses
+ Residential apartment buildings
+ Leisure area

INTERIOR
+
+
+
+
+

Residential apartments interiors
Retail space
Office space
Showrooms
Hospitality

Villa Abu-Dhabi

Abu-Dhabi, UAE, ongoing

Radisson Collection

Tsinandali, Georgia, 2018

Kazbegi Rest Area

Kazbegi, Georgia, ongoing
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GLOBAL VISION + LOCAL CONTEXT
Spectrum is an international architectural practice based in Tbilisi, Georgia. With our team of incredibly talented
professionals from around the world, we create spaces which benefits our clients and creates social and
economic values for the society. We are proud to create and advance sustainable, ecologically responsible
environments. With our approach we want to contribute to well-being of our planet, one project at a time
and serve and improve the Society we live in.
Bringing together creative, technical, and management expertise, our holistic approach enhances the design
and construction process, and contributes to the success of each project.

Cologne
New York
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Kazbegi Tsinandali
Bakuriani

Tbilisi

Kvareli

Georgia

Abu Dhabi
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Restaurant “Kalaki” is a first Michelin
standard fine dining restaurant
operating in Tbilisi.

Aragvi Multifunctional Complex

Tbilisi, Georgia, Ongoing
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE
NATIONAL BANK OF GEORGIA

The main concept of the new Headquarters of the National bank of Georgia project is the synthesis of its shape, aesthetics,
ideology, and function. The ideology of the building is related to its geometric shape of the circle, which is considered to be
a continuous source of eternity and constant existence. The ideal shape of the circle is associated with sustainability and the
analytical nature of the function of the National Bank, which is linked to the country's economic development and stability.
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The outer diameter of the circle is 60 meters while the inner diameter is 28 meters, which forms an internal atrium in the building.
The glass skylight of the atrium is represented by the National Bank’s own logo, which once again highlights its direct connection
tothe function of the building. In establishing the functional and architectural character of the project, the concept of determining
energy efficiency criteria plays one of the main roles. The concept is represented with the system of solar panels, which leads to
the extraction of a large amount of electricity by working of the heat pumps.

Headquarters of the National Bank of Georgia
Circus Area, Tbilisi, Georgia
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Headquarters of the National Bank of Georgia Project Area View

About 75% of the kinetic building's facade membrane is provided with stainless steel shutters, which are connected to lighting
sensors and automatically open and close according to the sunlight intensity.
The notion of collaboration flows into the layout and planning of each floor of the building. Each level is conveniently connected
via the ramp, along the atrium and provides a comfortable and ample solution for the internal circulation. Bespoke architectural
layout purpose fits the bank regulations including the furniture is being designed.
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1

1.
The building’s façade is provided with stainless steel shutters, connected to
the lighting sensors which open and close according to the sunlight intensity.
2

2.
The glass skylight of the atrium, represented by the National Bank’s own logo.

One of the key elements of the building is panoramic (smart) lift systems located in the atrium offering bank employees minimum
waiting time and remarkable trip while enjoying atrium space filled with natural daylight and views.
The striking façade of the building is defined by an externally located three two - storey atrium spaces revealing to the city an
internal content and providing an external connection to the urban texture of the historical neighborhood.

The ideology of the building is
related to its geometric shape
of the circle - continuous source
of eternity and constant existence.

Services: Architecture, Interior design
Area: 8 779 sq.m.
Location: Tbilisi, Georgia
Status: Ongoing
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BESPOKE
IDENTITY

Aragvi Multifunctional Complex is envisioned to be world-class
mixed use development with unique architectural style and
modern lifestyle with state of art facilities within the reach
of residents
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ARAGVI MULTIFUNCTIONAL COMPLEX

Situated in one of the capital’s fastest-growing and most
desirable locations, Aragvi Multifunctional Center will become
a new destination for the city, with Shopping center,
recreational zones, pools and many other cultural and sport
attractions for locals and tourists.
The concept of buildings aims to maximize the environment,
rebuild and develop green recreational zones. From its central
location on the Mtkvari Embankment, the site is perfectly
placed to capture the unique beauty and personality of Tbilisi.
The idea of the concept of the project is based on the nature
of the local landscape, which envisages the maximum
harmonic recording of the existing environment. It is also
expressed in the formation of an architectural context that is
reflected in its forms, textures and colors.

Configuration, proportion and geometry of buildings defined by
the existing context and relief. The design volumes repeat the
form of the hills, characteristic of the relief and landscape of
the area. Proposed color scheme would seamlessly match
surrounding natural landscape and will blend into existing site.
Special consideration is given to all existing trees and plantation
on site to preserve and maintain at maximum extinct. The
multifunctional complex consists of 4 volumes located on 4
storey podium: hotel, shopping center, office space and 2 living
capacities.
The project blends within the landscape… providing no border
within the nature and surroundings.

Services: Architecture, Interior Design, Construction Management
Area: 240 000 sq.m.
Location: Tbilisi, Georgia
Status: Ongoing
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HYATT RUSTAVELI
Located in the heart of Tbilisi new Hyatt Rustaveli hotel perfectly coordinates physical functions and emotional aesthetics, radiating
the architecture and interior. The architectural vision for Hyatt balances an international and cultural feel with the dynamic nature of
the diverse buildings of Rustaveli Avenue, ensuring a sense of progression and harmony of the context and regenerating an existing
location to fulfil its true potential.
The historical façade of the build was kept and added 4 storey volume, which seamlessly links with general architecture of the space.
The added volume carefully responds to the streetscape and urban realm, with strong aesthetics responding to the wider city context.

The back facade repeats the style of the historic appearence of the building
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Every element of the experience has been considered and
crafted to exceed the highest expectations.

Stepping into the hotel the visitor is immediately
enveloped by a sense of privacy and calm. The
design approach has been to make extensive use
of natural and classical materials, with
contemporary detailing to create a balance of old
and new.
The most interesting feature of the interior design
is a partially open atrium, in the center of the first
floor, which serves as an inner garden and at the
same time as a breakfast area for Hotel guests.
Interior flows seamlessly to the exterior, converting
the character into curved forms and uninterrupted
sky glazing. The atrium is covered with metal and
glass structure, with unique wavy aesthetics.
innovative use of the roof structure, makes the place
comfortable to spend time in any weather conditions.
Intelligent planning opens out the space and lets
the daylight flood in.
Generally, the interior is designed with a classic
sophisticated palette of materials executed with the
finest contemporary details to blend design and
practicality. Contemporary creativity is set against a
backdrop of classical riches. The keynote for the
design is contemporary opulence: a respect for
traditional craftsmanship and high-quality materials,
allied with a modern urban sensibility.
The Hotel offers exclusive facilities to its visitors to
enjoy the ultimate in five-star luxury living. Hyatt
Rustaveli includes a stunning pool with a terrace, gym
and other spa facilities, where the guest can relax and
get away from the urban routine. Every aspect of the
design is carefully considered to create effortlessly
luxurious living spaces that exceed expectations.

Services: Architecture, Interior design, Construction Management
Area: 24 000 sq.m.
Location: Tbilisi, Georgia
Status: Ongoing
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Kazbegi Rest Area

Kazbegi, Georgia, ongoing

The project challenge was to create a state of art modern building with
the unique characteristics that will harmonically blend in the natural
environment in Kazbegi and reinvent the new traditional approach for
oldest habitat in Georgia
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KAZBEGI REST AREA

Kazbegi Multifunctional Complex is a two-story
building which serves as a resting area on the
busy highway connecting Georgia with Russia.
The location of the property is majestic: It sits
along the motorway for easy access by car, in
the famous Georgian tourist destination city –
Kazbegi, on more than 2000 meters above the
sea, amongst the rocky hills of Kazbegi The
design concept for the place and its interior is
based on the mountainous location of the site
and Georgian cultural references. Landscape
elements and natural environment determined
the direction of the entire project.
The basic idea was to create a strong relationship
between environment and the building. Panels of
warmly colored vertical glazing– brown, bronze,
and grey – give the building an elegant, yet calm,
character.

The façade of the building reads as a sequence which repeats the skyline
of surrounded mountains. The interior design was conceptualized and
realized in conjunction with the façade feel. Combining contemporary
comfort and cultural experience, the establishment warmly welcomes
guests in.

Services: Architecture, Interior Design, Construction Management
Area: 3500 sq.m.
Location: Kazbegi, Georgia
Status: Ongoing

Shapes and materials match the surrounding
natural environment of mountains, forest
and rocks and blend with a landscape.
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Ethnographic museum with miniature
monuments of Kazbegi’s sightseeings.

PARKS IN KAZBEGI REGION
,,Gergeti Park's strict geometric lines, integration of natural cover with architectural
shapes and bringing in interesting functions add new traditions and life to the Kazbegi
region“.
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1
1.
A public park of Gergeti is located in Stepantsminda town. Its character,
significance and importance make it one of the main destinations of the Kazbegi
region. The park is located on the outskirts of a settlement of Stepantsminda
and the area is distinguished by an array of forests with perennial broad-leaved
trees of 20–25 m high The project site area is 36 957 m2.

2
GERGETI PARK
Services: Architecture, Interior design
Area: 36957 sq.m.
Location: Gergeti, Kazbegi Municipality, Georgia
Status: Ongoing

2.
The project of Elia Park, located in Kazbegi region, is a public park of 15,590 m2
area. Its convenient location behind the ,,Rooms” hotel plays significant role in
the functioning of the park.The center of the park is represented by the belvedere,
which is a 20 meters high steel structure.The ramp along the structure is aimed
for pedestrian visitors to reach the top of the building, where there is an ethnic
restaurant for 80 people with panoramic views.

ELIA PARK
Services: Architecture, Interior design
Area: 15590 sq.m.
Location: Kazbegi Municipality, Georgia
Status: Ongoing

3

RECREATIONAL SPACE NEAR PANSHETI VILLAGE
Services: Architecture, Interior design
Area: 3603 sq.m.
Location: Fansheti Village, Kazbegi, Georgia
Status: Ongoing

3.
The project site is located near Pansheti village, in Kazbegi municipality with an
area of 3 603 m2. The natural spring presented in the area is one of the local
landmarks and well known for its healing properties. The area is represented by
recreational spaces. The main pool for adults, featuring pergola and sunbathing
area transforms into the relaxation area in winter, where infrared heaters are
installed.
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Restaurant “Kalaki” is a ﬁrst Michelin
standard ﬁne dining restaurant
operating in Tbilisi.
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RESTAURANT “KALAKI”
The aim in designing the restaurant “Kalaki” was to create not
just a luxurious restaurant, but a meeting point where people
could relax, have a drink, a meal, enjoy socializing and soaking
up in the magical atmosphere.
The fine dining restaurant “Kalaki” is located in old part of the
city, along the street filled with diverse architectural styles. The
first thing is to deal with was the relationship between the
building and the area: 100 years old pane, right at the entrance, is
now part of the façade design, which gave us the opportunity to
implement natural element and add a green glow.

Services: Architecture, Interior Design, Construction Management
Area: 1500 sq.m.
Location: Tbilisi, Georgia
Status: Completed
Completion: 2018
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A key conceptual move has been the use of the courtyard as
a binding element for the spaces, rather than just as an
extension of the restaurant.
As a guiding philosophy, the planning approach uses the
design of the French squares to open up the entrance of the
building - thus connecting different halls of the restaurant.
The design methodology of opening and connecting also
applies the same at the emotional level – by inspiring both
tourists and locals to look at a fresh perspective of the
intervention of new and old, Georgian and western European.
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The concept creates a balanced interplay of historical
revelations and contemporary addition. From the structure
to the flooring and to the furniture units, stone masonry and
inlay is seen extensively.

1

1.
Library - A dark ceiling with molding, brown and green color scheme furniture
and the shelves filled with book make a home-like cozy environment in a
restaurants library hall.
2

2.
Fine Dining Hall - Thanks to a large number of lightening, mirror and glossy
surfaces the space of the fine dining hall is filled with the tricks of light and
reflections.

3

3.
Teracce - The oversized windows
allow natural light creating the
atmosphere of a warm spring day.

Space enriched with
cultural, social and
historical elements,
that would create an
imaginary city within
the city that enables
every visitor to interpret
and feel individually,
travel within the time,
space and memories
completely distracted
from stressful urban
routine.

4

4.
Yard - Central atrium resembles the
typical inner yard of old Tbilisi
residential neighborhoods.
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GREEN FACADE FOR RADISSON COLLECTION
The green Façade of Radisson Collection Hotel makes it the first building fully covered in green in Georgia.
Different species used on the façade contribute to biodiversity and a cleaner environment. The green
facade reduces energy consumption: they protect the building from harsh sunlight, offering solutions
for their serious urban problems.
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Radisson Tsinandali

Tsinandali, Georgia, 2018
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RADISSON COLLECTION - GREEN
FACADE
The green Façade of Radisson Collection Hotel makes it the first building fully covered in green in Georgia. Different species used on
the façade contribute to biodiversity and a cleaner environment. The green façade is the most striking element of the building it
contributes to bringing nature into resort's landscape. When guests approach Radisson Tsinandali, they may feel like diving into a
nature through the green facade. Volume of the building is covered by metal construction, on which the composition of planted
elements is fixed.

The green facade allows Radisson Hotel to
absorb tons of CO2, scrubbing the air for
healthier living conditions for both visitors
of the hotel and the wider city. It reduces
energy consumption: protects the building
from harsh sunlight offering solutions for
the serious urban problems.

Services: Construction Management, Green Façade
Area: 12000 sq.m.
Location: Tsinandali, Georgia
Status: Completed
Completion: 2018
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OPEN-AIR CONCERT HALL

Services: Construction Management
Area: 1000 sq.m.
Location: Tsinandali, Georgia
Status: Completed
Completion: 2018

Located in the historical part of Georgia – Tsinandali, partially dismantled wine cellar had gained a new function– open concert hall.
Performance space, which becomes a vibrant center of public gatherings that promotes community, supports local and
international artists, and nurtures the arts. The program of the project is organized around the need to preserve the aesthetic nature
of the pre-existing building while accommodating the requests of new function.
The renewal of the building with unique historical value had a dual purpose: preserving the exciting partially destroyed building and
spatial imprints, and at the same time a revitalization that meets today’s demands. The renewed area includes different functional
spaces- a stage, with an acoustic shell, seating area, backstage with changing room, toilets etc.

Concert hall provides cool summer seating for
an audience of 200 in the diagonally sliced
seating area. The project respects – and takes
advantage of its historical heritage and at the
same time it is also a modernly equipped facility,
in order to face the constraints and the rules of
our time. It was an important aspect that the new
structure above the old cellar should integrate all
functional needs, and „float“ over the historic
structures as a unified and neutral contemporary
element. Conceptually, the materials were chosen
to underscore the open-air character of the site
and to strengthen the bond between built structure
and landscape.
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Tasting Room with an infrastructure capable of revealing
the geography and characteristics of the vineyards of
Khareba wines.
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WINE SHOP
1

2
1.
The unique design of the staircase includes
different wine bottle for every step. At the same
time the wall on the side is covered with
artificial vine branches going along the whole
length.
2.
Interactive map on another wall of the interior,
composed with wine bottles, represents 6
regions, were Khareba Winery produces
different kinds of wine. The guests can have a
brief understanding of each culture, provided on
6 screens around the map.

3.
The main hall of the showroom includes some
interesting features. In the middle of the space
there is a huge stone table, which is the main
figure of wine tasting area. Another interesting
feature is an ornament on the wall, the shape of
which repeats the shape of 5th century
Georgian ornaments. Besides the aesthetic
feature, it also serves as a bottle holder.

Services: Architecture, Interior Design, Construction Management
Area: 150 sq.m.
Location: Tbilisi, Georgia
Status: Ongoing

3
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TSKNETI DWELLING

Located in Tskneti, near Tbilisi, the residence is implemented
in an admirable natural site. One of the concerns with the
Project was to scale the house and yard respecting the
landscape. Set into sloping terrain, the house is arranged
primarily over a double level, with the yard deepening as it
steps down the hill.
The residential project was born from a passion for the great
open spaces and natural beauty of the Pinewood in Tskneti
region. With the respect of the environment and the desire to
harmonize with nature, the developers conceived modern,
luxury home that blend seamlessly into the landscape.
We developed a concept that corresponds with our vision of
the modern home. In our opinion, every house should be
customized in such a way so as to satisfy the needs of the
clients while perfectly integrating into its environment.

The facade is balanced with a classic finish of wood combined
with rough stone, that gives house its modern feel. These
natural materials are the finishes of the whole house and result
in a pleasant and cozy composition for the city.
The wrap-around balcony encourages the occupants to step
outside and enjoy the view of Tbilisi. An innovative roofing
technology is used at the terrace of the house, which
electronically regulates the slanting angle of the sunlight and
at the same time protects the terrace from the rain.
The main feature about the interior are the illuminated recesses
and stone plinths integrated to aid the display of the client’s
extensive collection of art.
The simple, minimalist design of the house is in direct contrast
with the surrounding wilderness and enhances the beauty of the
physical landscape.

Services: Architecture, Interior Design, Procurement, Construction Civil Works/Fit out
Area: 350 sq.m.
Location: Tbilisi, Georgia
Status: Completed
Completion: 2018
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The project includes a stunning infinite pool directly situated on
the first level of the yard, facing the beautiful view of the nature.

A stunning infinite pool facing the beautiful view of the nature.
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Services: Architecture, Interior Design, Construction Management
Area: 380 sq.m.
Location: New York, USA
Status: Completed
Completion: 2013
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1.
Exterior sunscreen and cladding - Cladding and
sunscreens are used to provide a degree of
thermal insulation and weather resistance, and
to improve the appearance of the house.
2.
Concrete Watersprout - distinguished decorative
element of the pool, where the water pours from.
3.
Interior Staircase - wood and glass combination
gives this staircase a light contemporary look.

1

2

3
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PRIVATE HOUSE
Located in a prime Brooklyn neighborhood design challenged the difficulties of composing several families under same roof.
Langham Street, a mixed-use commercial and residential district, incorporates an eclectic group of traditional one to four-story
Victorian and Edwardian houses.
The modern interpretation of French Renaissance style gives the dwelling welcoming place for the habitants and sets the tone for the
entire setting. By creatively interpreting local zoning codes (bay window, cornice, and balcony) we have generated a unified building
facade with unique spatial characteristics.
The design objective was to create a new house with maximized livable space and natural light. Responding to the Victorian style
fabric, the building is designed contextual sensitive yet distinct.

The building material choice reflects the character of the
neighborhood. The limited color palette of roof, bricks
and metal railings is a response to the mix of the
Edwardian style of the neighborhood.
The structure is conceived as a modern interpretation of
a traditional form. The interior similarly contains simplified
interpretation of traditional elements.

Services: Architecture, Interior design, construction Management
Area: 420 sq.m.
Location: New York, USA
Status: Completed
Completion: 2012
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UPPER TSKNETI ESTATES
Tskneti Villa interior supports the idea of a quiet place away from chaos, a fortress against the constant agitation of everyday life.
This modern Villa is expressing the contemporary need for smart integration into an environment while extolling the traditional
values that comes from the building’s folk inspiration.
The Enormous room of 200 sq. m. size creates an eagerness to explore the spaces, while walking through them. In one room you
can find dining area, fireplace area, bar, library corner, leisure space etc.
Special attention has been paid to the treatment of the ceiling, the wooden details were designed to improve the proportions of the
rooms and to add warm atmosphere.
Another interesting feature of the space is fireplace area, with a huge handcrafted metal bass-relief above it. Created for the cold
winter evenings, the space provides a place, where a family can just get away from it all and have a time of bonding and togetherness.
The project was designed with a very innovative design style and results with a very unique individuality.
The project is an annex of a house and serves as a leisure area and support an outdoor pool. The project intends to enrich the
architectural set through a new volume that aesthetically expresses its character in a contemporary way.The annex is a rectangular
volume of 11 meters long by 8 meters wide, executed in wood and glass conforming a contemporary and timeless architectural set,
robust in durability but lighter on compositional lines.
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LEISURE AREA

1

1.
Fireplace sitting area - The fireplace is the focal point of the
area, the stone pattern used here is the bold element, which
determines the character of the room.

2

2.
Ceiling decoration fragment - The decorative element used on
the ceiling is the combination of wood and glass, which has
certain functionality and serves as a shade to prevent direct
sun rays.

Nature pervades the room –the seamless
flow of external living spaces and sunlight
through the glass ceiling decorated with
wood, which gives external warmth and
coziness to the space.
The additional space around coffee table - set
aside a fireplace, serves to warm everyone
around the fire under the moonlight. This
concept and planning of the site allows and
encourages the possibility of social interaction.

Services: Interior Design
Area: 200 sq.m.
Location: Tbilisi, Georgia
Status: Ongoing

3

3.
Created for families to have a time of bonding and togetherness.
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STYLE AND DURABILITY
Wood and glass elements conforming a contemporary and timeless
architectural set, robust in durability but lighter on compositional
lines.
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PRIVATE PENTHOUSE

Services: Interior Design
Area: 950 sq.m.
Location: Tbilisi, Georgia
Status: Ongoing

To elegantly exhibit aspects of classical design, we utilized sophisticated elements
and simplified the complex lines by interpreting classical beauty with a modern approach.
The interior of this penthouse, in one of most attractive district of Tbilisi, combine classic and modern design, benefiting
from views of the urban landscape. The design of his penthouse, reflects both warmth and appreciation of books of
the client, as well as the desire to create uncompromising function out of every element within the space.
The kitchen and dining rooms are undoubtedly the
heart and soul of the entire household. we
employed a subtle, contemporary style in our
design of the kitchen and dining area. which are
structured with a variety of materials in
gradations of blue that create a strong sense of
spatial dynamic.
To maximize light in private spaces transparent
facades were used such as steel doors combined
with glass. This doors dividing the living room with
the kitchen are partially transparent. Through the
glass, light passes freely, and there is no sense of
closure and their black frames add more graphics
to the interior.
All of this ultimately culminates in a home in which
each individual is able to locate their preferred
space and place for comfort and contemplation.
Kitchen Area enriched with natural light
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FAMILY GAZEBO
The 70-square-meter gazebo is located in the yard of our client’s house.
The main challenge was to create the space the style of which will be
connecting to the main building and at the same time has its own
original aesthetics.
The Gazebo serves 2 main purposes: besides needing a guest sitting
area for the family’s many visitors, the homeowners wanted a space
for sharing and bonding the family. The summerhouse design resulted,
the assembly of two areas: a sitting area with table fireplace in the
center and the dining area with the huge fireplace on the side.
The brick walls are tautly balanced with the wooden details.
A basic, close-to-nature palette was selected — stone, wood and
brick — which helped create a cozy, warm atmosphere. the site offers
exceptional views and makes use, perhaps emphasizes, this
surrounding stunning natural landscape. The architecture explores
the interplay of alliances between plant life, built-form, and humans.

A place for families and friends to gather and socialise
Services: Interior Design
Area: 70 sq.m.
Location: Tbilisi, Georgia
Status: Ongoing

The 70-square-meter gazebo resulted, the assembly of two areas: a sitting area with table fireplace in the centerand the dining area with
the huge fireplace on the side.
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WORLD-CLASS DESIGN BUILD SOLUTIONS
Worldwide, we design, build, operate and manage projects and programs that unlock
opportunities, protect our environment and improve people’s lives. Our work seeks to
balance the needs of a thriving society, economy, and environment.
We create world-class design solutions that are tailored to the needs of cities and
communities around the world.
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Tbilisi, Georgia, 0102
Info@spectrum.ge
www.spectrum.ge
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